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GENEII, Category 1, Finalist 

 
WHO IS ELIZABETH DOUGLAS? 
By Diane Altona 
 
She is no one to me, not kin, not anyone I’ve ever known.  But she haunts me, compelling me to write 
her tragic story.   She was someone’s mother and she very possibly belongs in someone’s family tree 
today.   
 
Elizabeth Douglas made herself known to me as a handwritten entry in the Philadelphia Prostitutes 
Register, a portion of the 1863 Almshouse records[1].  I was scrolling through a reel of microfilm from the 
vast collections in the Family History Library in Salt Lake City.  That I even noticed her name was pure 
happenstance; I was seeking the second topic on the film for my own genealogical quest.  
 
But Elizabeth’s entry was longer than others and curiosity followed quickly by shock encouraged me to 
read further.  She came from somewhere in Ireland to the city of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania with her 
parents when she was three years old.  The Prostitutes Register revealed she would be 18 her next 
birthday.  That would have brought her to America during the devastating Irish Potato Famine of 1850.  
Indeed, she was quoted as saying they had emigrated “to make a living.” 
 
The unnamed interviewer states, “there seems to be a tissure [tissue,  texture] of misfortune or rather 
calamities in connection with the history of this unfortunate and wretched child.”   Her father was 
murdered on Christmas Eve in 1856, as he walked across Philadelphia’s Market Street Bridge, leaving 
the rest of the family to fend for themselves.   
 
Elizabeth was nine then and, by her own admission, never did learn to read or write, so it is likely she 
was too young at that point to make much money to help her family.  It is unclear as to what role her 
mother played in this tragedy. 
 
A year later, tragedy again struck.  Quoting the 1863 interviewer’s entry, “In 1857, two of her sisters, 
decent, respectable girls committed suicide on the same night by taking laudanum.  She says they were 
found dead in the same bed, and they were both buried in Potters Field.” 
 
The year of Elizabeth Douglas’ entry in the Prostitute Register found the United States deeply embroiled 
in the Civil War.  Men on both sides of the conflict signed up to battle for their respective cause.  Four of 
Elizabeth’s brothers were in the Union Army, as well as one of her uncles, according to the report.  Per 
Elizabeth, the unnamed uncle was wounded at Antietam. 
 
The interviewer’s report further states that one of her brothers, a Captain Douglas, was killed at the 
Battle of Fair Oaks, Virginia, under General McClellan.  (The surname Douglas being rather common, plus 
the fact that there were many casualties bearing that surname, it is extremely difficult to verify the 
information without an exhaustive search.) 

 
In concluding the report, the interviewer says, “and she poor child is in the Alms House without anyone 
to care for her.  I think in Honour of her loyall [sic] brothers she ought to have a better home than this.”  



Almshouses, better known nowadays as poorhouses, were a last resort as a place to live for the 
destitute. 
 
Surely, I thought, there had to be more to Elizabeth’s story and that is what I discovered in a Google book 
titled Army at Home: Women and the Civil War on the Northern Home Front[2], by Judith Ann Giesberg.  
Giesberg clearly must have had access to more detailed records from the Philadelphia archives and she 
provides additional information about Elizabeth in the book.   
 
Giesberg found that Douglas had been working as a prostitute for two years.  During that time she was 
seduced by the unfulfilled promise of marriage and had subsequently given birth to a child out of 
wedlock.  Unfortunately, no further information was given concerning that child. 
 
According to the Prostitute Register report, Elizabeth Douglas was in the syphilis ward of the Philadelphia 
almshouse for the third time.  In those days in medicine, mercury was the treatment of choice for 
syphilis.  “Before the advent of effective treatment, mercury and isolation were commonly used, with 
treatments often worse than the disease.” [3] 
 
Giesberg goes on to say in her book, “Perhaps Elizabeth Douglas had suffered all that she described – or 
perhaps she had told the well-meaning reformer what she thought he wanted to hear.” 
 
And finally, “As a relative of three U.S. Army soldiers, Douglas might have found work sewing uniforms 
on government contract at the Schuykill Arsenal in Philadelphia, or she might have applied for aid to 
soldiers’ families from any number of private sources in the city, for herself and her mother.  It is likely 
that she too would have found this path littered with bureaucratic obstacles, with little in the way of 
reward.  Elizabeth did not claim to have been led to prostitution by the wartime withdrawal of male 
support, but she allowed her interviewer to draw that conclusion.” 
 
Reports and interviews failed to tell the deeper story of Elizabeth Douglas.  Beyond the rather clinical 
words of the reports there was a breathing, flesh, blood and bone human being, with needs and desires 
and quite probably a hope for a better life.  Yet she remains a sad and intriguing enigma.   
 
There is no mention of the gender of the child beyond the fact of his or her birth.  What happened to 
that little person?  Did he or she live and grow to adulthood despite the mother’s history?  Did Elizabeth 
relinquish that child for adoption or did she do her best to keep and raise him or her to adulthood?  Is it 
possible that Elizabeth survived despite suffering from syphilis and the toxic effects of the mercury 
treatment meant to help her?  Was she able, through her own determination and the help of 
compassionate people, to break away from the sordid life she had been forced to live?  Did she have 
more children?  Did she ever marry?  Was her life ever better than what the well-meaning interviewer 
observed and lamented?   

 
There are far more questions than answers; the mystery’s solution remains elusive.  Elizabeth Douglas’ 
story appears to have no ending, yet she was a real person and quite possibly that missing name in 
someone’s Philadelphia Irish ancestry.   
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